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south africa

South Africa starts where the Black Continent ends. The 
country is considered the cradle of humanity, the oldest 
fossil findings of our ancestors are estimated at 3.5 to 4 
million years old. Thus, the hunting was already millions 
of years ago in South Africa at home.

In early history, the tribes of the San settled in what is 
now South Africa. To this day, they live and hunt in this 
area and have preserved much of their original way of 
life. In 1488, the Portuguese navigator Bartolomeu Diaz 
reached the southern tip of Africa, which later resulted in 
colonization. The Dutch East India Company founded 1652 
Cape Town with the first settlement on the Cape and this 
quickly developed into a colony. In 1806 this was taken 
in possession by the British. Dutch „Boers“ emigrating to 
the north then founded various Boer republics. The Anglo-
Boer hostility finally led to two wars which ended with the 
incorporation of the Boer republics in the British Empire.

After World War II, South Africa‘s most famous period, 
Apartheid, began. From its fight emerged one of the most 
important personalities of Africa, the Nobel Peace Prize 
winner Nelson Mandela.
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    gEnEral info

usEful information
The historic South Africa has about fifty million inhabitants and a size of 1.2 million km ². Its capital Pretoria reflects the 
upswing of the now proud economic power, after the sad chapter of apartheid. A world in one country - South Africa is 
an ethnically very mixed country where people of all colors live and is often referred to as a rainbow nation because of its 
diversity. Memorable places and attractions such as the legendary Cape of Good Hope, the Kalahari, known for its gigantic 
pictures of wandering herds of wildebeest, the famous Kruger National Park or the metropolis Cape Town with the Table 
Mountain are always worth a visit.

South Africa spoils the visitor with a moderate subtropical climate, only in the southwest is the Mediterranean climate. In 
winter is rainy season. The average temperatures in summer are 21 ° C, in winter 15 ° C. From a hunting point of view, 
South Africa offers unlimited opportunities for experienced hunters as well as newcomers. South Africa is the prime         
example of sustainable game and wildlife protection. The majority of private game reserves are fenced, otherwise the 
protection of wildlife could not be guaranteed. South Africa plays a leading role worldwide, especially in the protection of 
white and black rhinos.

No other country on the Black Continent has the opportunity to hunt such a variety of different species. Whether the high 
mountains of the Hochveld, the vastness of the dry savanna or the never-ending deserts, the country presents itself to the 
hunter in rugged beauty with diverse flora and fauna, which is unparalleled in Africa.

Hunting is mostly on hunting farms with dimensions and widths that are unimaginable for our local hunting grounds. The 
philosophy of K & K Premium Jagd is to offer only hunting areas of several thousand hectares and more in South Africa 
because we want to ensure that natural resources in semi-natural habitats are hunted sustainably and gently.
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strong Buffalos at limpopo

The Cape Buffalo is one of the most coveted big game trophies in Southern Africa, and that‘s exactly what 
our partner Buffalo Legends specializes in. For years, some of South Africa‘s strongest buffaloes have been 
shot here. Numerous well-known big game hunters have already hunted here and were infected by the buf-
falo fever. Tall grown bulls can reach a shoulder height of 1.70 meters, a length of 3.4 meters and a weight 
of 1,000 kg. The aim of the local buffalo safaris is to harvest an old, mature buffalo bull with a pronounced 
boss, long, deeply curved horns and a spread of 40 inches and more. Depending on the season, the hunter 
must either shoot the bull out of a smaller or larger herd - or track the bull as a loner in small bachelor groups 
(so-called Daggaboys) and the shoot. As a rule, you will hunt alone in our hunting area to ensure the high 
quality of the hunts. If you have shot your buffalo, the hunting area also offers excellent hunts on Plainsgame 
like strong Sable, Kudu, Impala, Waterbuck and Warthog, just to name a few. But also bird hunts like guinea 
fowl, Francoline and pigeon shootings can be organized on request with great success.

During your stay in the hunting area, you will be accommodated in a luxurious tented camp. The tent camp 
radiates tranquility and originality, qualities that all Africans dream of. In particular, the culinary tastings will 
inspire you. High quality ingredients are processed by the chefs and served with fine South African wines. If 
you want to relax for a few days after the safari, you should visit Sun City, which is just 140 kilometers from 
the hunting area.

Worth knoWing aBout thE hunting arEa

riflE and caliBEr 
The recommended calibres for buffalo hunting are the .375 H & H, .375 Flanged, .450 / 400, .416 Rigby, 
.404 Jeffery, .458 Lott, .470 and .500 Nitro Express. It is important for the antelope hunt to choose a weapon 
that you trust and that you know well. If this is a .30-06, this caliber will be sufficient under normal circum-
stances and can be used without hesitation and with the necessary care. With heavy fillings the .30-06 is 
sufficient for all antelopes. For Eland, Kudu and Oryx, ie very heavy and massive game, we recommend to 
use a stronger caliber, which ensures the necessary penetrating power.Keep in mind that large eland bulls 
can outperform a buffalo in mass. The 8X68S, 8x75 RS, .338 Win. Mag., 9.3x64 and .375 H & H Magnum and 
similar calibers are proven and suitable. Of course you have to compromise on the choice of caliber, if you 
want to hunt different game species. It should be noted that it is extremely important to use hard bullets 
such as TUG, X Barnes, A-Frame or Woodleighs and so on.

The weapon for a hunt in Africa should be robust and insensitive. The rifle is exposed in the SUV vibrations, 
shocks and blows. When stalking through the bush, scratches are often difficult to avoid. It should also be 
borne in mind that sand and dust can penetrate almost any system and cause malfunctions. Please note 
when importing weapons to South Africa that persons under the age of 21 are not allowed to import weapo-
ns! We are happy to assist you with the weapons import permit. There are also rental weapons available at 
the lodge.
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  thE hunting arEa

The province Limpopo belonged until 1994 to the province Transvaal and lies in the extreme northeast of 
South Africa. The province is bordered by neighboring states Botswana, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. In the 
east of the province lies the northern Kruger National Park, to the west rises the fascinating Waterberg and 
to the far north is the World Heritage Site Mapungubwe. The Kruger is the largest and probably the most 
well-known national park of South Africa. The park has all the wildlife of Southern Africa. 

Mapungubwe (meaning jackal‘s mountain) is one of the richest archaeological sites in Africa, located on the 
banks of the Limpopo River in the new Mapungubwe National Park. Researchers believe that this is the first 
capital of the former kingdom of Great Zimbabwe. The eponymous Limpopo River marks the border with 
Zimbabwe. Limpopo is relatively sparsely populated. On a surface of approximately 120.000 square kilo-
meters (one third of the surface of Germany) live well over 5 million inhabitants. The climate is subtropical, 
summers are hot and humid, winters mild. The province is rich in mineral resources and mainly produces 
platinum and copper in the Phalaborwa region. The agricultural use of the province focuses on extensive 
livestock farming (cattle). From the relatively humid Letaba district come tropical fruits, especially mangos, 
litchis, avocados, bananas and papayas. You will also find here extensive tea plantations.

Limpopo is „prime game country“. Not only does the entire northern part of the Kruger National Park belong 
to the province. Also in the Waterberg region there are several excellent game reserves with the „Big 5“. 
This region is also malaria free and is therefore preferred by many visitors.

limpopo provincE
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pricEs & dEtails

Johannesburg

Port Elizabeth
Cape Town

Hunting area

buffalo special offer:
• Hunting guide 1: 1
• 8 travel days / 6 hunting days
• 1 buffalo < 40 inches of horn length

• The daily rates include: 14% South African tax • Supervised by licensed professional hunters • Trackers 
• Skinners • Hunting vehicles • All rides in the hunting area • Full board including non-alcoholic drinks,  
   beer and wine • Daily laundry service • Professional field preparation of trophies
• If a 40-45 inch buffalo was shot, an additional amount of 4.000.- € will be charged.

from 7.950.- €
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    trophy fees

BuffalocoW ExclusivE offEr:
• Hunting guide 1: 1
• 8 travel days / 6 hunting days
• 1 buffalocow

• The daily rates include: 14% South African tax • Supervised by licensed professional hunters • Trackers 
• Skinners • Hunting vehicles • All rides in the hunting area • Full board including non-alcoholic drinks,    
   beer and wine • Daily laundry service • Professional field preparation of trophies

from 4.700.- €

Warthog special:
• Hunting guide 1: 1
• 8 travel days / 6 hunting days  
• 5 non trophy warthogs            
                   
• The daily rates include: 14% South African tax • Supervised by licensed professional hunters • Trackers 
• Skinners • Hunting vehicles • All rides in the hunting area • Full board including non-alcoholic drinks,    
   beer and wine • Daily laundry service • Professional field preparation of trophies

from 2.800.- €

impala culling offEr:
• Hunting guide 1: 1
• 8 travel days / 6 hunting days                 
• 10 female Impala, 1 non trophy Impala

• The daily rates include: 14% South African tax • Supervised by licensed professional hunters • Trackers 
• Skinners • Hunting vehicles • All rides in the hunting area • Full board including non-alcoholic drinks,    
   beer and wine • Daily laundry service • Professional field preparation of trophies

from 2.750.- €

not includEd:
• Flight
• Processing fee hunter 195.- €
• Processing fee non hunting person 90.- €
• Tips
• Personal expenses

• Weapon import permit 
• Further trophy fees (according to price list)
• Trophy transport, Dip & Pack
• Hotel accommodation before / after the hunt
• Non hunting person 120€ per day

Price and program changes reserved. The terms and conditions of K & K Premium Jagd GmbH apply. We 
recommend taking out cancellation insurance.
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